
STEM + Art
Have you ever been to 
an art museum? They 
are filled with artwork 
by famous and talented
artists from throughout 
history. One famous 
painter was Rembrandt van Rijn. He painted many 
portraits in the 1600’s, although some people have 
doubted all of the “Rembrandts” were actually his work. 
Art experts weren’t sure that the Portrait of a Young 
Woman was actually done by Rembrandt. So they took 
the painting and used X-ray, infrared and electron 
microscopy, and other technology to see if it was done 
by him or one of his helpers. After testing and cleaning 
the painting, they said it was real. It “showed 
brushwork, and a liveliness to that brushwork, that is 
quite consistent with other works by Rembrandt,” said 
Shan Kuang, a conservator at New York University’s 
Institute of Fine Arts. Does it surprise you that 
technology is used in artwork? What if you had to 
restore a painting, how would you clean it so you don’t 
ruin the artwork? To learn more: bit.ly/38h6CRI

The Daily STEM
STEM in the News
“The violin is my passion; I’ve been playing since I was 
10 years old,” says Dagmar Turner, a violinist with the 
Isle of Wight Symphony Orchestra. But in 2019, she 
found out she had a problem in her brain that would 
require surgery. The worst part was that the problem 
was right next to the place that controls her left hand 
movement. So surgery to fix her brain could cause her 
to lose the ability to play the violin. She suggested to 
the doctors that she play the violin during surgery. The 
doctors agreed, knowing that if
they cut too close to the part 
that controlled her hands then 
they could stop. “We knew how 
important the violin is to 
Dagmar so it was vital that we 
preserved function in the 
delicate areas of her brain that allowed her to play,” 
said Dr Keyoumars Ashkan. It was a successful 
surgery, and they even filmed her “concert” playing 
during surgery! To learn more: bit.ly/32GjEqC

STEM Challenge
Did you ever try to play chess? It’s a game that has 
been played for hundreds of years, and versions of it 
are played all over the world. There are tournaments for

           people of all ages and abilities.
           Computers have been taught to
           play Chess, and because they can
           analyze every possible move, they
           can defeat human opponents. It’s   
           a great game for building thinking
           and logic skills. There are even 
           LEGO versions, or you could 
           design and 3d print your own!

Mystery Photo
What’s under the 
microscope?
(answer in next issue)

Last issue’s answer: 
An eraser

Chris Woods   dailystem.com/news

The Puzzle
The same 4 letters in the same order can finish this 
sentence. What are the letters?
A  _o_a_l_  doctor had  _o  _a_l_  and therefore, was  
_o_  a_l_  to operate

Last week’s answer:  120 ways to arrange the LEGOs
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National Oreo Cookie Day
Get your tastebuds ready, March 6 is National Oreo 
Cookie Day! How can you celebrate with some STEM? 
Buy some Oreo cookies and try some of the following:
🍪 Find the best way to twist the Oreo apart
🍪 Design a machine that separates an Oreo
🍪 Measure to see if Double Stuf are really double
🍪 Open some Oreos and make the cream look like 
fractions or phases of the moon
Here’s a fun video of a machine one man made to 
separate the cookie from the cream bit.ly/3cs4F8z
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